Be touched by our new
Espresso Smart Touch
A touch
of glass

Pure elegance:
high-quality hardened
glass front with
7-inch smart
touch screen

Swiss made

Taste through technology: superior technology delivers the very best in taste. The Swiss
brewing unit and bean grinder by our partner Braumann, combined with your choice of
beans, guarantees a perfect cup of coffee every time.
Go on; spoil your colleagues and guests with a delicious cup of coffee from the durable
Espresso Smart Touch. The quality materials and finishes along with the robust construction
assure you years of trouble-free use. And when switched to the energy saving mode it
becomes even more efficient.

Meet our barista

Our ‘barista’ is a Swiss brewing unit with a proven track
record in reliability. Is speed imperative to you? Delivering
two cups of delicious coffee simultaneously in just 45
seconds is easy. The machine guarantees a cup of
perfect quality coffee on every occasion,
at any time of the day.

Perfect grinding

Our bean grinder is also produced in
Switzerland. The metal grinding discs ensure a
consistent grinding grade with the kind of
accurate precision only the Swiss do.
Optimum freshness is guaranteed by grinding
the beans immediately before use.
A brewing unit and bean grinder working in
total harmony make certain that the machine
produces the very best from your coffee beans.
With the fully automated Espresso Smart Touch,
your ideal cup of coffee is only ever one screen
touch away.

Great coffee,
just one touch away

Creating a powerful espresso, a creamy cappuccino, a seductive latte macchiato or of
course a straightforward great cup of coffee has never been easier with the versatile
Espresso Smart Touch!
The intuitive 7-inch touch screen makes selecting your ideal drink effortless. One cup,
or two at the same time, or even a whole jug, is just one screen touch away. If your
preferred beverage is not on the screen, simply swipe to the next screen for more
options.
The Espresso Smart Touch can adapt to an almost limitless number of situations thanks
to the full range of quality accessories including cup warmers, base cabinets and
payment systems.

7 inch touch screen

The crystal clear 7-inch touch screen
indicates the various drinks with icons,
making it instantly apparent what the
selection of drinks means. Depending
on the type of machine and by using
the swipe function, up to 28 drinks can
easily be displayed.

Interface

You can select your drink or adjust it to
your personal taste with just one touch.
This is possible due to the drink strength
selection and how you like your added
sugar or milk. Setting up your personal
preferences couldn’t be simpler.

Technical details

Specification Espresso Smart Touch ES121
Canisters:

Beans:  

1 x 3,2 liter ≈ 1.100 gram

Topping:

1 x 2,3 liter ≈ 1.475 gram

Chocolate:

1 x 2,3 liter ≈ 1.775 gram

Capacity per hour:

120 cups (120 ml)

Dispensing speed:

App. 30 sec (120 ml)

Dimensions H x W x D:

771* / 710** x 320 x 580 mm (with*, without** bean canister)

Maximum cup height:

19 cm

Power rating:

AC 1N 230V, 50 Hz, 3.000 W

Weight:

42 kg

Features

Options

▶ Automatic cleaning program

▶ Kit to increase the capacity

App. 45 sec (120 ml)

▶ Cup warmer

▶ Energy saving mode

▶ Several payment systems and colors

▶ Separate (hot) water dispense

▶ Base cabinet (with/without cold water unit)

▶ Rotatable cup stand

▶ Gastro back panel

▶ Cup sensors and dispense area lighting

Beverage choice options*
ES121

ES132

EL122

Café crème
Espresso
Cappuccino
Café au lait
Latte macchiato
Wiener melange
Espresschoc
Hot chocolade
Creamy choc
Decaffeinated
Hot water
Cold water
Jug coffee

Standard

Jug hot chocolate

Optional (free of charge)

Jug hot water

-

Milk / sugar / start
Stop function
Strength regulation

This option replaces one other ingredient
Prepared with instant coffee
Standard with 2 cups at the same time
Optional with 2 cups at the same time

*Standard beverage layout, up to 28 selections programmable

Other models in these range
Espresso Smart Touch 132: Beans, Topping, Chocolate, Instant Coffee or Sugar
Espresso Smart Touch 122: Beans, Topping and Chocolate concentrate
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